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Reduction of C6o fullerenes was frequently described using various techniques [1].

The species primary observed was originally described with a near IR band at 1080 nm

and also with a broad EPR line A with gA = 2.0000 and peak-to-peak, PPA > 3 mT. Our

systematic investigations on the photo reduction of C6o and its derivatives using EtsN and

TiO2 donors, and also other techniques, verified the formation of Ceo"". However, we

observed for the mono-anion a narrow EPR line (ppA = 0.1 mT). The found narrow and

broaden EPR lines A remain a topic of discussion so far. Further we observed that during

a continuous irradiation line A is replaced with line B having gB = 2.0006 and PPB = 0.04

which also vanished under prolonged irradiation. But lines A and B re-appeared after

stopping irradiation. We re-investigated this unusual behaviour in analogous EPR-NIR

experiments using now a rapid NIR spectrometer.

The time evolution of EPR spectra of Ceo solution containing EtsN donor during a

continuous irradiation and after stopping irradiation is shown in Fig. 1a. Lines A and B

rapidly passed a maximum, vanished with the progressing irradiation and re-appeared

after stopping the irradiation. In an our to EPR analogous experiment, but monitored by

near-IR (Fig. 1b), the characteristic band for Ceo" at 1075 nm showed a closely similar

behaviour to EPR lines A and B (passing a maximum with the progressing irradiation and

ts re-appearance after stopping irradiation). Simultaneously, no di-anion band, but a new

band at 996 nm was evident, identical to that as described in Ref.[ 2,3 ],. where C60~ was

protonated with acids under the formation of CeoH". Consequently we assigned the band

at 996 nm to C60H".
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of EPR (a) and near-IR (b) spectra during a continuous (*) irradiation and after

stopping irradiation (®) of a 0.1 mM C6o, 0.1 M Et3N in toluene:acetonitrile= 1:1 solution.

The mechanism of C60H" formation remains open. From our results it is evident that the

primarily formed C60" is subsequently converted to C60H" and characterised with an

appearance of a band at 996 nm. The detailed steps may be by an intermediate activation

of C60" to Ceo" , and its immediate quenching with Et3N to Cm~ . The simultaneously formed
+"NEt3 may instantly protonate C60~ to CsoH". Protonization of C60~ was already reported in

[2,3]. Herewith is the crossing of a maximum by CeoH" and a simultaneous going to

minimum (zero) of C60" concentration well explained considering the conversion of C60" to

C60H". Then, the re-appearance of C60" is associated with the decomposition of C60H". to

C60" +
 1/4 H2 as also reported in [2,3]. The hydride formation in the photochemical C60 with

Et3N donor represents a reaction, its scope may be of general interest in the

photochemical systems.
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